PRESS RELEASE

“ClimaTec 76” – new ventilation system for the 76 mm profile
series from profine
profine is currently launching “ClimaTec 76”, a self regulating ventilation
system for the centre seal version of its new “System 76” for the KBE,
Kömmerling, and Trocal brands.
“ClimaTec 76” is a self regulating window ventilation system that ensures the controlled supply of fresh air for preventing mould and promoting a healthy indoor climate. It is the consistent further development
of the profine and its brand ventilation systems that have been tried and
tested millions of times – now optimised for compliance with the EnEV,
the German energy conservation ordinance.
The heart of this ventilation system is formed by a system unit that features a mechanism for regulating the flow of air. The advantage: The
casing is concealed in the outer frame and is therefore invisible to the
user when the window is closed.
“ClimaTec 76” is a mechanical system, so additional equipment and
electronic devices do not have to be operated. “ClimaTec 76” has been
optimised for faster manufacturing. The system unit can be installed
simply and easily in the outer frame. This saves manufacturing and assembly time.
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profine Group had launched the new “System 76” for its KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal brands in spring. This window system with 76 mm installation depth, available in both double and centre seal versions, is its
new flagship for the high volume standard segment. “System 76” offers
functional values that are otherwise equalled only by deeper systems as
well as a great many other features.

About profine:
profine GmbH – International Profile Group – is a worldwide leading manufacturer of PVC-U profiles for windows and doors and a renowned provider of
shutter systems and PVC sheets. With its KBE, KÖMMERLING, and TROCAL
brands, the Group has an excellent international standing at 29 sites in 22
countries. profine Group manufactures at production facilities in Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, Russia, India, Ukraine, the USA and China, with its head
office in Troisdorf, North Rhine-Westphalia, and a payroll of 3,000.
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